
 
 

SWAN Americas Outreach Group Call 

Held July 8th, 2021 

Guest Presentation - Genevieve Ramirez (Senior Communications Coordinator) & Melissa 
Salazar (Data Scientist), Moulton Niguel Water District (MNWD), California 

● Over 170,000 customers serving 6 cities across South Orange County, CA 
● Really focusing presentation on link btw Smart Water and Smart Communication 

○ How we adopt, implement it and communicate benefits to colleagues & customers 
● Gap between technology and water industry: Core of smart water is innovation and tech but 

driving force is people behind it (innovative minds needed to bridge the gap) 
● Launched internal departments that may be uncommon in water industry (data science/data 

team) 
○ Different departments use data science in different ways, but communications is key 

here 
○ Finance, investment firms all use data science to detect risk and fraud identification 

but the water sector that manages precious resources doesn't? 
● How Data Science team is leveraged by Communications team: 

○ (1) Customer Engagement: Received $2M grant to implement Smart Metering 
Program / AMI Program - Important part of telling story, $ didn't come from their 
pocket 

■ No more house to house physical demand to read meters 
■ Customers get hourly data vs monthly. District can detect leaks earlier 
■ Know if problem earlier in reading 
■ Customers can sign for leak alerts (push notifications) via (2) Customer 

Portal - to manage water services (hourly data info) 
● (3) Customer Classification Explorer: data scientist worked together with comms 

teams 
○ Internal segmentation tool and dashboard for district employees 
○ More positive messages from customers when targeted effectively (vs broad) 
○ 85 billion data points , tons of sources for entire customer characteristics 
○ Original approach: marketing and outreach team need to find the right 

sources to generate specific lists.. then they can create a modified list 



○ Data Team Support approach: Data Team receives request from 
Marketing & Outreach team (instead of them searching for data, data 
team access sources via mini databases) 

○ Data team creates marketing lists which are sent out by marketing & 
outreach team (anywhere from 2 days to few week process) 

 
○ Solution: reduces redundancy - pulls all necessary data from all different 

sources to one platform for marketing and outreach to access (minutes) 
■ Can filter by many parameters/criteria such as customer type, billing 

type, sq footage, past rebate participation, etc. 
■ With data team support, process was much faster/smoother 
■ Data request send to data team and marketing lists can be created 

now within minutes (otherwise very time consuming, data appears in 
many different sources; also revolving customer base makes it more 
complicated) 

 
Findings: This really helped them segment their customers / tailored messages based on criteria 
(customer not receiving info that is not relevant to them) 

● Saw a higher participation rate, ex. reduced costs on unnecessary 
campaigns like other digital ads, print ads 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Final Remarks: 

● Can see who the highest users are which helps utility targeting 
● Allowed them to segment this into further segmented lists - so helped them 

create tailored message so customers actually -> receive relevant 
information 

○ For e.g. Look at analytics of highest water users (for targeted 
messaging) 

● Along w/ bridging tech gap in water industry, we need to embrace change 
○ Imp part: building partnerships and sharing smart water knowledge/experience 
○ "We often fail to think outside of the box on who we are partnering with" 
○ Founding member of California Data Collaborative and work also with DataKind 

(work w/ Netflix). Important to collaborate with non-water sector only partners, 
allows them to build a story that media can also understand (broader reach outside 
of water stakeholders) 

○ When our story gets traction, we get recognition (ex. Amazon City on a cloud; EPA 
award) 

○ Leverage staff as Brand Ambassadors and data science to inform decision making 
 

Audience Q/A: 
○ Steph Aldock (Bluefield Research): Very interesting in terms of offering data to the 

consumer to track leaks. Are you also planning on using the data to track overall 
usage (just saw Newsom came out with 15% target for reducing usage across 
California. Will your customers be able to track how they are doing in terms of those 
conservation goals). Also, do people actually know what their usage is for baseline? 

■ Answer: Already collect usage data and calculations on how to reduce 
(data team onboard helps with them) 

○ Manuel Parra (Xylem): Any change in customer behaviors? 
■ Answer: We do see changes, but are monitoring this more closely now and 

working on study with Stanford on impact of legal alert marketing on 
behavior change 


